from each according to his ability to each according to needs is a slogan popularised by karl marx in his 1875 critique of the gotha program the principle refers to free access and distribution of goods capital and services in the marxist view such an arrangement will be made possible by the abundance of goods and services that a developed communist system will produce the idea is, from each according to his ability to each according to needs or need is a slogan that karl marx made popular in his writing critique of the gotha program published in 1875 the german original is jeder nach seinen f"{u}higkeiten jedem nach seinen bed"{a}rfnissen according to marx once a communist society has been established it will produce enough goods and services so that everyone s, political ideologies useful notes tv tropes - these are the basic political ideologies that are prevalent in contemporary times of course these are largely simplified and most people don t adhere purely to one ideology but adopt concepts from multiple ideologies, glossary of terms co marxists internet archive - a page in the encyclopedia of marxism cognition cognition means acquiring knowledge of the objective world the central concept in the marxist understanding of cognition is practice which is the criterion of truth for marxism while the objective world is the source of knowledge mere existence as part of the world and sensuous contact with the world does not provide knowledge of the world, the socialist phenomenon by igor shafarevich - the following is a transcription of igor shafarevich s the socialist phenomenon this work was originally published in russian in france under the title sotsializm kak iavlenie mirovoi istorii in 1975 by ymca press an english translation was subsequently published in 1980 by harper row, the coming new world order the good news about god - lorraine day m d like the legendary vampire dracula lays claim to his victims the globalist slowly drains the essence of life and liberty from our land, revolution and counter revolution the american tfp - foreword since its first publication in the brazilian cultural journal catolicismo in 1959 revolution and counter revolution has gone through a number of editions in portuguese english french italian and spanish the present edition is the first to be published digitally in the united states, the anti reactionary faq slate star codex - edit 3 2014 i no longer endorse all the statements in this document i think many of the conclusions are still correct but especially section 1 is weaker than it should be and many reactionaries complain i am pigeonholing all of them as agreeing with michael anissimov which they do not this complaint seems reasonable, under the sign of the scorpion juri lina antimatrix - the bolsheviks had their own ten commandments and like the church they also mocked their opponents the totalitarianism of the church belongs to the past but if the church should ever regain its former power its atrocities would probably be repeated, let it bleed libertarianism and the workplace crooked - this post was co written by chris bertram corey robin and alex gourevitch in the general course of human nature a power over a man s subsistence amounts to a power over his will alexander hamilton federalist 79 libertarianism is a philosophy of individual freedom, bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa - citing and more add citations directly into your paper check for unintentional plagiarism and check for writing mistakes, why i don t believe in chinese greatness return of kings - one of the biggest stories of recent days was the crash of the chinese stock market it drew headlines around the world but not in china the state run media made sure that the news was safely hidden from view, spiritual warfare by ray c stedman Idolphin org - the church s highest priority background for spiritual warfare ii this is a revolutionary age the hurricane winds of change are howling around the world, book review chronicles of wasted time slate star codex - i i was recently recommended chronicles of wasted time the autobiography of malcolm muggeridge it was a good choice and not just because its title appropriately described my expectations about reading 500 page books on people s recommendation, global capitalism the history and nature of capitalism - an exploration of the nature and history of capitalism global capitalism colonies and third world economic realities